Laser Shock Tuning Dynamic Interlayer Coupling in Graphene-Boron Nitride Moiré Superlattices.
In the emergence of graphene and many two-dimensional (2D) materials, the most exciting applications come from stacking them into 3D devices, promising many excellent possibilities for neoteric electronics and optoelectronics. Layers of semiconductors, insulators, and conductors can be stacked to form van der Waals heterostructures, after the weak bonds formed between the layers. However, the interlayer coupling in these heterostructures is usually hard to modulate, resulting in difficulty to realize their emerging optical or electronic properties. Especially, the relationship between interlayer distance and interlayer coupling remains to be investigated, due to the lack of effective technology. In this work, we have used laser shocking to controllably tune the interlayer distance between graphene (Gr) and boron nitride (BN) in the Gr/BN/Gr heterostructures and the strains in the 2D heterolayers, providing a simple and effective way to modify their optic and electronic properties. After lase shocking, the reduction of interlayer distance is calculated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Some atoms in Gr or BN are out-of-plane as well. In Raman measurements, the G peak in the heterostructure shows a red-shifted trend after laser shocking, indicating the strong phonon coupling in the interlayer. Moreover, the larger transparency after laser shocking also verifies the stronger photon coupling in the heterostructure. To investigate the effects of the interlayer coupling of heterostructure on its out-of-plane electronic behavior, we have investigated the electronic tunneling behavior. The heterostructure after laser shock reveals a lager tunneling current and lower tunneling threshold, proving an unexpected better electrical property. From DFT calculations, laser shocking can modulate the band gap structure of graphene in Gr/BN/Gr heterostructures; therefore, the heterostructures can be implemented as a unique photonic platform to modulate the emission characters of the anchored CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots. Remarkably, the effective laser shocking method is also applicable to various otherwise noninteracting 2D materials, resulting in many new phenomena, which will lead science and technology to unexplored territories.